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Abstract: With the rapid development of e-commerce services, online retail has evolved from multichannel to omni-channel in order to provide customers with more services. However, reverse logistics
services (returns and exchanges) have become the target of many fraudulent activities, causing a
lot of economic losses for many online retail companies. The current challenge of the traditional
countermeasure is it requires a lot of manpower and training resources. In this study, we propose
ESPRES, a system that adopts blockchain technology to prevent fraudulent behavior in the process
of returns and exchanges with the smart contract and multi-attribute decision-support method to
help consumers choose a suitable payment program. A practical implication of this study is that by
adopting blockchain technology, a great amount of manpower used on determining whether each
return or exchange is fraudulent can be reduced since merchants can check the product ownership.
In addition, due to the fact that the footprint of goods cannot be forged, it can also prevent counterfeit
or parallel imports of goods.
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1. Introduction
With the development of logistics technology and the rise of e-commerce, consumers
can quickly obtain the goods they need. A large number of goods are purchased, circulated,
transported, and carried out at home and abroad. These activities are closely related to each
other. The management of logistics is no longer just traditional logistics activities. Many
companies have begun to integrate mobile platforms, e-commerce platforms, physical
stores, and social network services. Omni-Channel Retailing [1] through the integration
of online virtual and offline entities can help consumers purchase the goods they need
more quickly. The omni-channel world is not only broadening the scope of channels, but
also integrating the consideration of customer-brand-retail channel interactions, revenue
impact into customer acquisition, frequency of orders, returns, and exchanges.
After the consumer has made a purchase, the product may need to be returned
or exchanged due to a defect or mismatched description of the product. The process
of returning the product from the consumer to the enterprise is called reverse logistics.
As omni-channel retailing develops over time, fraudulent behaviors related to reverse
logistics services have also increased, which is commonly called return/exchange fraud.
Commodity return fraud is a growing problem, causing companies to lose millions of
dollars each year [2].
Return fraud refers to the behavior of consumers returning goods to retailers, knowing
that the return violates company or legal regulations (including returning functional but
used or damaged goods). According to Parisi [3], the probability of exchange fraud using
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fake or stolen goods is about 40% on mobile phones and 90% on large household appliances.
Return fraud caused at least $220 million in losses. Research on retailers also shows that 82%
of mass-market retailers are aware of the return fraud problem [4]. Another research study
on clothing returns shows that 50% of all returns are fraudulent [5]. In North America [6],
approximately 8% of returns are fraudulent and the retailers’ return policies are ineffectual.
The traditional method of identifying return fraud is to manually review the requests with
the help of blacklisting to prevent future frauds [2]. Unfortunately, this method has many
problems and is limited by manpower, training, and expansion capabilities. It is worth
noting that most sophisticated return scams can surely make a dent in retailers’ profits.
The increasing amount of return fraud puts retailers in a challenging position. If they
make the return policy strict, they may lose customers due to unpleasant return experiences.
On the other hand, a liberal return policy is vulnerable to return abuse. The key challenge
here is to form an idea of who your users are before shipping the item in the first place,
which is only feasible with digital footprint analysis. Digital footprint analysis is a term
used in fraud prevention. According to Zhuravlev et al. [7], due to the huge need for
computational power on processing information, complex digital footprint analysis is only
suitable for large retailers.
Nevertheless, several innovative solutions have made it possible for anyone to use antifraud tools in recent years. For instance, anti-fraud through image recognition, which takes
a lot of computing power and time [8], or graph databases for financial fraud detection [9].
del Mar Roldán-García et al. [10] proposed an ontology-driven method for semantic conflict
detection and classification. Rule-based expert systems are used to counter fraud in an
e-commerce environment. A quick reverse email lookup check could tell a lot about a new
buyer’s return fraud risk based only on their email address. Similar checks could also
be performed by gathering buyers’ phone numbers during checkout. However, all these
digital footprints only analyze the buyer’s return fraud risk. They cannot prevent footprints
from forgery. Research has shown that the introduction of blockchain in the supply chain
is a good solution to return fraud prevention. Toyoda et al. [11] proposed a product
ownership management system (POMS) of RFID-attached products for anti-counterfeits
that can be used in the post-supply chain. This is a primary type of blockchain used in
the post-supply chain which only proves the ownership of the product. However, they
did not describe the complex detail in the context of reverse logistics, nor the interaction
with other sales roles. Considering online store attributes which may be of importance
to consumers during the purchase decision, the research found factors associated with
shipping such as shipping fees, shipping speed, and return policy, to be essential decision
criteria [12]. Therefore, we were motivated to provide a sophisticated solution to return
fraud prevention and a freight fee decision support function in the issue of freight disputes
with blockchain in reverse logistics.
Inspired by the past research [11,12], this study leverages the non-tamperable feature
of the blockchain to prevent possible return fraud in retail and adds an extra function in
the smart contracts of blockchain to help customers in freight fee decision support, a novel
approach in current blockchain research. Digital footprints are protected from forgery by
writing smart contracts on the Ethereum blockchain. The rights and interests of consumers,
retailers, and others are also protected from reverse logistics activities.
In the following sections, we present preliminary knowledge and a literature review
in Section 2, followed by the experimental design, proposed system flow, and the designed
contracts (return contract, exchange contract, and management contract) in Section 3.
Section 4 analyzes the common vulnerabilities of smart contracts. Section 5 will discuss
our framework’s ability, and Section 6 concludes our study with future works.
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2. Preliminary
2.1. Reverse Logistics
The scope of reverse logistics is quite extensive. Thus, we focus on the management
of reverse logistics activities that consumers return and exchange after products are sold to
consumers.
According to Vitasek [13], reverse logistics is defined as the logistics activities through
source reduction, recycling, substitution, reuse, disposal, etc. The Reverse Logistics Executive Council (RLEC) defines reverse logistics as the process of moving a product from its
destination to another location. It is mainly to obtain the value that cannot be obtained in
any other way, or to perform appropriate product disposal.
Fleischmann [14] defines reverse logistics as the process of planning, implementing,
and controlling the efficiency of stored secondary products, and is opposed to the direction
of the general supply chain to restore the value of its goods and more appropriate disposal.
Rubio and Jiménez-Parra [15] believe that there are several reasons for implementing and
planning reverse logistics:
1.

2.

3.

Economy: The most direct reason is to reduce the use of raw materials and the cost
of disposal, and to create added value for the final product. The indirect reason
is demonstrating environmentally friendly and responsible behaviors to promote
customer relations.
Law: In many countries such as the European Union, companies must be responsible
for the recycling and related disposal of waste generated by the products produced or
distributed by companies.
Society: Society realizes the importance of protecting the environment and the concept
of sustainability, which leads to the companies’ responsibility such as controlling
carbon emissions and waste disposal.

As depicted in [16], the process of reverse logistics includes not only the return,
exchange, or maintenance and upgrade services of general merchandise, but also the
recycling process of converting merchandise into raw materials and scrap processing
procedures. Fraud is part of the entire reverse logistics activity.
2.2. Return/Exchange Fraud
Return fraud is a fraudulent behavior using the return and exchange mechanism
of goods. Common fraud methods can be divided into two types [3,4]. The first type
is exchange fraud from buyers, in which stolen goods or fakes are exchanged for brand
new products. In recent observations, the probability of exchange fraud is about 40% of
mobile phones and up to 90% of large household appliances. The second type is unpacking
return fraud, in which the valuable parts of the goods are removed and then returned for
various reasons. Many malicious middlemen will use this method to resell the parts to
other retailers, causing a large amount of financial loss for merchants.
Many service dynamics frameworks assume that consumers will not deliberately
disrupt service contacts, but more and more studies believe that dysfunctional customer
behavior is not uncommon. Wilkes [17] found that 98.6% of consumers believe that
fraudulent returns are the most condemned consumer behavior. King [18,19] found that
82% of large retailers considered fraudulent returns as a major problem, and the fraudulent
returns would reduce retail profits by 10–20%. In 2019 [20], the biggest European scam
ever recorded by the National Retail Federation cost Amazon $370 K after a Spanish buyer
stole items and returned boxes filled with dirt. The Appriss Retail report found the returns
of online purchases were worth $41 Billion in total, where 35% (about $14 billion) were
return frauds. In these respects, fraudulent returns by consumers have become a growing
concern for contemporary retailers.
2.3. Blockchain Technology
Blockchain was developed as the core technology of Bitcoin. After about ten years
of development, it has gradually become one of today’s most breakthrough technologies,
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covering many industries such as finance, manufacturing, and educational institutions [21].
Blockchain is not just a single technology as it includes cryptography, mathematics, algorithms, and economic models, combined with peer-to-peer networks and distributed
consensus algorithms to solve the problem of distributed database synchronization [22].
1.

Bitcoin: Nakamoto [23] explained Bitcoin’s mathematical logic, basic technical concepts, and how to use P2P networks to create electronic transaction systems that do
not require dependence and trust. Bitcoin uses P2P architecture and cryptography
principles to maintain the security of the entire Bitcoin network. P2P networks do
not have a main server to operate. Participants of Bitcoin are user-end nodes with
two roles: user and miner. The user can send and execute Bitcoin transactions. The
miner is responsible for calculating the proof of work, broadcasting the output block
to other nodes for verification, and then getting the corresponding amount of Bitcoin
J. Theor. Appl. Electron. Commer. Res. 2021, 16,
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Figure 1. Link between the hash value and the blocks.
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2.4. Research Questions
Reverse logistics services (returns and exchanges) have become the target of abuse or
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to acquire scarce knowledge and skills that were otherwise unavailable. A blockchainbased reference architecture for knowledge-intensive crowdsourcing platforms was also
proposed [28]. So, it is natural to apply blockchain to the return and exchange scenario of
large household appliances. As mentioned in Section 1, our research question is how to
use blockchain technology to prevent return fraud in large household appliances, and how
to deploy a freight fee decision support function in smart contracts?
2.5. Large Household Appliances
Products that are likely to cause return fraud are usually mobile phones or large
household appliances, which cause a lot of money and manpower losses [3]. It is difficult for
general retailers to invest large amounts of human resources to check fraudulent activities;
on the other hand, the policy of returning and replacing products cannot be tightened
due to insufficient resources. To address these difficulties, this study aims to integrate
blockchain technology and smart contracts and develop an ESPRES (Ethereum Solution to
Prevent return fraud of large household appliances in REverse logisticS) system to prevent
return and exchange fraud in simulation. The solution is applicable to a retailer’s process
of selling large household appliances. Furthermore, with similar return and exchange
procedures, our proposed ESPRES system can be adapted as the standard process for
general large appliance vendors.
3. Proposed ESPRES System
3.1. Delivery and Return Scenarios of Large Home Appliances
Using blockchain technology for the system is not always a good option as various
factors of the system have to be considered. To determine whether the blockchain technology is suitable for the return and exchange situation of large household appliances, a
recommended process is proposed. The first step is to determine the role of the situation,
then the trust relationship and interaction between the roles must be determined. Finally,
the results collected in the above steps are combined to arrive at a draft architecture [29].
The delivery and return scenarios of large home appliances are shown in Figure 2.
Steps one to four are the current process of delivering goods to consumers in the supply
chain, and steps five to eight are the return and exchange of goods. The detailed steps are
as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

The product is delivered by the manufacturer to the retailer.
After the manufacturer sends the large appliances to the retailer, the retailer sells them
to the consumer.
After consumers purchase goods from retailers, they are distributed by logistics
companies and delivered to designated locations.
After the large home appliances are delivered to the designated location, maintenance
personnel will install them.
During the re-appreciation period, if the consumer finds that the purchased product
is faulty or inconsistent with the original, the consumer can perform the return and
exchange procedure through the e-commerce platform.
After the consumer applies for a return, the retailer will notify the maintenance staff
to go to the designated place for disassembly.
After receiving the notice, the maintenance will go to the designated place for disassembly procedures.
After the dismantling of the goods is completed, the logistics company will take it
back to the designated location.
The logistics company ships the large appliances back to retailers.
The retailer sends the goods returned by the consumer back to the manufacturer
for testing.

If consumers engage in fraudulent returns and exchanges through fake invoices, stolen
goods, or other goods, the merchant often will not find the problem until the entire reverse
logistics activity is finally returned to the original manufacturer. Even if manufacturers set
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When customers are dissatisfied with the products or have defects or malfunctions
during the appreciation period, they will request a return or exchange, which activates
the return smart contract.
After receiving the customer’s return application, the retailer will notify the maintainer.
The maintainer will go to the place designated by the customer for disassembly,
assembly, and to quote the cost to the customer.
After the customer confirms the quotation for the disassembly and assembly costs of
the maintainer, the payment is made.
The customer makes requests for delivery, such as delivery time, logistics company, etc.
The logistics company incorporates the delivery requirements and puts the customer’s
requirement into the PROMETHEE [32] decision.
PROMETHEE sorts and provides customers with the most suitable shipping method
and freight.
Customers confirm and pay the freight to the logistics company.
The logistics company sends the large household electrical appliances back to the
manufacturer at the place designated by the customer.
The logistics company informs the retailer and the manufacturer.
After the manufacturer receives the returned goods and conducts inspections, they
will decide whether to accept the returned goods or not.
If the manufacturer accepts, it will notify the retailer to refund the customer. If the
manufacturer accepts the exchange, it will notify the retailer to proceed with the
following replacement procedure.
If the retailer receives the manufacturer’s refund notification, it will refund the money
to the customer; if it receives the manufacturer’s replacement notification, the replacement procedure will be initiated.
If the retailer initiates the replacement procedure, the logistics company will receive
the replacement notification.
The logistics company starts the logistics to deliver the goods, and collects the goods
to be replaced or repaired to the manufacturer.
The manufacturer confirms the exchange, pays the freight to the logistics company,
and the logistics company will deliver the goods to customers.
If the customer receives the replaced product, they will notify the maintainer.
After receiving the notice from the customer, the maintainer will reinstall the large
household appliances at the place designated by the customer, and the transaction
will end.
When there are disputes in the process of return and exchange, the regulators will
evaluate and judge.
The judged result will be transmitted back to the party who brought the dispute.
Relevant information will be backed up to the Inter Planetary File System (IPFS). IPFS
is a network transmission protocol designed to establish persistent and distributed
storage and sharing of files.

Figures 4–6 are system diagrams for this study. The blue line represents the function
in the smart contract, which will be executed after obtaining the corresponding conditions
or information. The red lines are real-world events, representing the interaction between
customers, products, and employees. Figure 4 outlines the sequence flow of the customer
executing the function ActivateReturnContract() to start the smart contract. Figure 5 shows
that the logistics company delivers goods to the manufacturer and notifies the retailer and
the manufacturer, and calls the event ShipProductsAndNotify (Logistics Company EA,
Retailer EA, Manufacturer/Company EA, Product Owner). Figure 6 shows the manufacturer confirms the replacement procedure, pays the freight and transfers the ownership
of the goods to the logistics company, and calls the event ConfirmExchange (Manufacturer/Company EA, Logistics Company, Freight, Product Owner). An entity-relationship
diagram of our proposed ESPRES system is also shown in Figure 7.
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3.3. Implemented Contracts
Smart contract technology is reshaping traditional industries and business processes.
The smart contract embedded in the blockchain can automatically execute the contract
terms of the agreement without the intervention of a trusted third party. Smart contracts
can reduce management and service costs, improve the efficiency of business processes and
reduce risks [33]. The programming language for writing smart contracts in this research is
Solidity, a contract object-oriented programming language, and Ethereum is designated
as the programming language for development. All contract creation (development) and
testing use Remix IDE. Remix IDE is an official Solidity online IDE, which provides testing
and debugging functions and can be easily compiled.
In this research, we design three smart contracts: the return contract (RC), exchange
contract (EC), and management contract (MC). The RC records the entire return process to
this contract, including the customer’s initiation of the return, receipt and disassembly costs
and freight, and the manufacturer’s decision to accept returns and the retailer’s return of
the payment. The EC records the exchange process, including the retailer’s initiation of the
exchange procedure and the transfer of product ownership. The MC can view the current
status of all transactions, including the completion of disassembly and assembly, product
delivery, refund completion, unpaid payment, return completion, exchange completion, etc.
(1) Algorithm 1 Activate: Start a return for customers, start an exchange for retailers,
or start a logistics process for a logistics company.
(2) Algorithm 2 Notify: When the retailer informs the maintainer to disassemble and
assemble large household appliances, the logistics company informs the retailer and the
manufacturer to deliver the goods that the customer wants to return to the manufacturer;
the manufacturer notifies the retailer to return after accepting the return. If the replacement
is accepted, the retailer will be notified to perform the replacement procedure. When the
customer receives the replaced product and notifies the maintainer for installation, the
notification contract shall be used.
(3) Algorithm 3 Dismantling Charge Quoted Price: The maintainer visits the place
designated by the customer to dismantle and assemble the large household appliances and
quote the dismantling charge to the customer using the quotation contract.
(4) Algorithm 4 Freight Decision: Based on customers’ personal preferences, the
system will choose suitable transportation attributes (transport time, product volume,
transportation distance), make decisions, provide customers with the most appropriate
transportation plan, and multi-attribute freight. The function of the decision system is
added to the contract.
(5) Algorithm 5 Payment (Charge): The customer pays the disassembly and assembly
cost quoted by the maintainer, the return shipping fee to the logistics company, the retailer
refunds the customer, and the manufacturer confirms the exchange and pays the freight to
the logistics company. A payment contract is required.
(6) Algorithm 6 Transfer Product Owner: The ownership transfer contract is for the
logistics company to transport the disassembled large household appliances from the
customer’s designated location to the manufacturer and transfer the ownership of the
product. After the manufacturer confirms the exchange, the logistics company will re-ship
from the manufacturer to the customer, and then transfer the ownership of the goods.
(7) Algorithm 7 Company Decision: After the manufacturer receives the goods returned by the customer, it chooses whether to accept the return or exchange after testing.
(8) Algorithm 8 Argument: When there is a dispute in the process of return and
exchange, the supervisor will evaluate and make a ruling, and return the ruling result.
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Algorithm 1 Activate
Input: Ethereumaddress(EA) of Customer
Ethereumaddress(EA) of Retailer
Ethereumaddress(EA) of Logistics Company
OrderNumber, ProductID, ProductOwner
1. Contractstate is Created
2. Restrict access to only Customer, Retailer, or Logistics Company
3. if Customer access = agree then
4. if OrderNumber = 0 then
5. str = OrderNumber no register!!
6. else
7. if ProductID = 0 then
8. str = ProductID no register!!
9. else
10. Contract state changes to Activated
11. Create a notification message stating Return
12. end
13. end
14. else if Retailer access = agree then
15. if OrderNumber = 0 then
16. str = OrderNumber no register!!
17. else
18. Contract state changes to Activated
19. Create a notification message stating Exchange
20. end
21. else if Logistics Company access = agree then
22. if OrderNumber = 0 then
23. str = OrderNumber no register!!
24. else
25. if ProductID = 0 then
26. str = ProductID no register!!
27. else
28. if ProductOwner = Manufacturer then
29. Contract state changes to Activated
30. Create a notification message stating Logistics
31. end
32. end
33. end
34. else
35. Revert contract state and show an error
36. end
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Algorithm 2 Notify
Input: Ethereumaddress(EA) of Retailer
Ethereumaddress(EA) of Logistics Company
Ethereumaddress(EA) of Manufacturer
Ethereumaddress(EA) of Customer
Ethereumaddress(EA) of Maintainer
Notification
1. Restrict access to only Retailer, Logistics Company, Manufacturer, Customer
2. if Retailer access = agree then
3. Create a notification message stating Maintainer Dismantling Products
4. else if Logistics Company access = agree then
5. Create a notification message stating Shipping Product to Manufacturer
6. else if Manufacturer access = agree then
7. if Return = accept then
8. Create a notification message stating Retailer Refund
9. else if Exchange = accept then
10. Create a notification message stating Retailer Exchange
11. end
12. else if Customer access = agree then
13. Create a notification message stating Maintainer Reinstall Products
14. else
15. Revert contract state and show an error
16. end

Algorithm 3 Dismantling Charge Quoted Price
Input: Ethereumaddress(EA) of Maintainer
Ethereumaddress(EA) of Customer
OrderNumber, ProductID, DismantlingCharge
1. Contractstate is Activated
2. Restrict access to only Maintainer
3. if Maintainer access = agree then
4. if OrderNumber = 0 then
5. str = OrderNumber no register!!
6. else
7. if ProductID = 0 then
8. str = ProductID no register!!
9. else
10. Contract state changes to Dismantled
11. Create a notification message stating Dismantling Charge
12. end
13. end
14. else
15. Revert contract state and show an error
16. end
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Algorithm 4 Freight Decision
Input: Ethereumaddress(EA) of Logistics Company
Ethereumaddress(EA) of Customer
1. Contractstate is Activated
2. Restrict access to only Customer
3. if Customer access = agree then
4. Plans_sorce = function decision(Logistics Companys,
Transportation Time, Distance, Product Volume)
5. print (Plans_sorce)
6. else
7. Revert contract state and show an error
8. end

Algorithm 5 Charge
Input: Ethereumaddress(EA) of Customer
Ethereumaddress(EA) of Maintainer
Ethereumaddress(EA) of Logistics Company
Ethereumaddress(EA) of Retailer
Ethereumaddress(EA) of Manufacturer
OrderNumber, ProductID, DismantlingCharge, Freight, ProductPrice
1. Restrict access to only Customer, Retailer, Manufacturer
2. if Customer access = agree then
3. if OrderNumber = 0 then
4. str = OrderNumber no register!!
5. else
6. if ProductID = 0 then
7. str = ProductID no register!!
8. else
9. if DismantlingCharge = paid then
10. Create a notification message stating Payment Dismantling Charge
11. else if Freight = paid then
12. Create a notification message stating Payment Freight
13. end
14. end
15. end
16. else if Retailer access = agree then
17. if OrderNumber = 0 then
18. str = OrderNumber no register!!
19. else
20. if ProductPrice = paid then
21. Create a notification message stating Refund
22. end
23. else if Manufacturer access = agree then
24. if OrderNumber = 0 then
25. str = OrderNumber no register!!
26. else
27. if Freight = paid then
28. Create a notification message stating Payment Freight
29. end
30. end
31. else
32. Revert contract state and show an error
33. end
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Algorithm 6 Transfer Product Owner
Input: Ethereumaddress(EA) of Customer
Ethereumaddress(EA) of Logistics Company
Ethereumaddress(EA) of Manufacturer
OrderNumber, ProductID, ProductOwner
1. Contractstate is Dismantled
2. Restrict access to only Customer, Logistics Company, Manufacturer
3. if Customer access = agree and Freight = paid then
4. if OrderNumber = 0 then
5. str = OrderNumber no register!!
6. else
7. if ProductID = 0 then
8. str = ProductID no register!!
9. else
10. Contract state changes to Transferred
11. Transfer Product Owner to Logistics Company
12. Create a notification message stating Transferred Product Owner
13. end
14. end
15. else if Logistics Company access = agree then
16. if OrderNumber = 0 then
17. str = OrderNumber no register!!
18. else
19. if ProductID = 0 then
20. str = ProductID no register!!
21. else
22. if Customer Freight = received then
23. Contract state changes to Transferred
24. Transfer Product Owner to Manufacturer
25. Create a notification message stating Transferred Product Owner
26. else
27. if Manufacturer Freight = received then
28. Contract state changes to Transferred
29. Transfer Product Owner to Customer
30. Create a notification message stating Transferred Product Owner
31. else
32. Revert contract state and show an error
33. end
34. end
35. end
36. end
37. else if Manufacturer access = agree and Freight = paid then
38. if OrderNumber = 0 then
39. str = OrderNumber no register!!
40. else
41. if ProductID = 0 then
42. str = ProductID no register!!
43. else
44. Contract state changes to Transferred
45. Transfer Product Owner to Logistics Company
46. Create a notification message stating Transferred Product Owner
47. end
48. end
49. else
50. Revert contract state and show an error
51. end
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Algorithm 7 Company Decision
Input: Ethereumaddress(EA) of Manufacturer
OrderNumber, ProductID
1. Contractstate is Transferred
2. Restrict access to only Manufacturer
3. if Manufacturer access = agree then
4. if OrderNumber = 0 then
5. str = OrderNumber no register!!
6. else
7. if ProductID = 0 then
8. str = ProductID no register!!
9. else
10. Contract state changes to Decided
11. Create a notification message stating Accepted or Declined Return
12. end
13. end
14. else
15. Revert contract state and show an error
16. end

Algorithm 8 Argument
Input: Ethereumaddress(EA) of Regulator
OrderNumber, ProductID
1. Restrict access to only Regulator
2. if Regulator access = agree then
3. if OrderNumber = 0 then
4. str = OrderNumber no register!!
5. else
6. if ProductID = 0 then
7. str = ProductID no register!!
8. else
9. Contract state changes to Judged
10. Transfer the Product Contract balance to Regulator
11. end
12. end
13. else
14. Revert contract state and show an error
15. end

4. Security Analysis and Comparison
Although smart contracts provide a certain degree of transparency, there are still some
weaknesses in the design that should be considered. Past research [34] shows the security
issues of smart contracts usually were Reentrancy Vulnerability, Transaction-Ordering
Dependence, Mishandled Exceptions, and Timestamp Dependence as described below:
1.

Reentrancy Vulnerability: When a smart contract uses functions related to remittances,
it is possible that Reentrancy Vulnerability may be generated due to processing order
issues in the design. In other words, if the remittance is performed before the storage
status is changed, a malicious attacker will create a new contract through the loophole
to steal the Ether in the victim contract. In June 2016, a German startup company DAO,
was a victim of this loophole and a market value of approximately US$50 million was
stolen. As long as the remittance process is involved, the issue of Reentrancy must
be taken seriously. There is a design pattern called the checks-effects-interactions
pattern that can solve this problem. First, in the Checks phase, the designer must
determine whether the conditions are met, such as the use of the require() function.
The second stage, Effects, is to update the state in the contract. In the final Interactions
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stage, remittance instructions or exchange messages with other contracts or accounts
are used.
Transaction-Ordering Dependence: Since the order in which the transactions are included
in the block depends on the miners, sometimes the transactions cannot be executed in the
planned order. This problem is called Transaction-Ordering Dependence (TOD).
Mishandled Exceptions: If an exception occurs when calling a function in Ethereum,
the contract must be aborted and the recovery state returns false. However, the design
may have abnormal behavior that will not be directly returned to the user.
Timestamp Dependency: In smart contract design,” block.timestamp” or “now” is
often used to obtain the timestamp of the block. When using these numbers for
calculations, miners have a certain degree of ability to master the write time. For
example: using block.timestamp to calculate a random number lottery, as long as
a miner has the ability to mine a block at a specific time, it can be rewarded by
participating in the lottery.
Cryptolojacking Lifecycle: One-third of the Cryptojacking samples disappear within
15 days with frequent updates [35].

4.1. Cost Analysis
Table 1 shows the address of all accounts in the ESPRES system. The account identities
are manufacturer (M), retailer (R), logistics company (L), maintenance personnel (m),
consumer (C), and supervisor (r). All subsequent tests will use the following six accounts
to test smart contracts through Remix IDE.
Table 1. System account address.
Account

Address

M

0x7881A5C6014bC25C43458f41eBFD16249c87BdB9

R

0xc9e13c75d044B1F4b0bCDeB7a828705be5d958BD

L

0xcF8d3353A98140bf3A5e9E722C9eCCa1B01e4682

m

0x1D697fd294CAbE52396aD0afbF2dAcBfb3234Ad5

C

0x6B0614189C986e39298590E0eAF31707371d54ab

r

0x456Fb86e15AF1a226fAF106bF6716Af80F585336

When the transaction is executed in an Ethereum smart contract, the fuel required for
consumption is called Gas. The unit price of Gas is called Gas Price, and the amount of
Gas consumed multiplied by the Gas Price will be paid to miners as a handling fee. When
issuing a Transaction, the Gas Limit parameter is used to set the upper limit of Gas usage to
avoid the consumption of handling fees caused by the incorrect execution of programming
errors. In this study, when the ESPRES system was tested, the Gas Limit was the default
value of Remix IDE 3,000,000. Table 2 shows the cost of gas consumed by the functions
used in the smart contract of the ESPRES system for testing this research. Using the data
on the CoinGecko website on 22 June 2020, one unit of ETH is equivalent to US $238.36.
4.2. Security Analysis Report
SECURIFY [36,37] is a security scanner for Ethereum smart contracts, SECURIFY
conducted an extensive evaluation of real-world Ethereum smart contracts and proved the
correctness of the smart contract and the discovery of serious violations. This study uses
Remix IDE to test the smart contract and our source codes written for the Return Contract,
Exchange Contract, and Management Contract are sent to SECURIFY for testing (https://
github.com/kk3329188/lib.git, accessed on 30 July 2021). Figure 8a–c are security analysis
reports for our proposed Return and Exchange and Management contracts. Figure 8a
shows that after the RC conducts a security check, the result shows that this contract can
be written to the storage without restriction, which means that the part of the contract
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storage that all users can write to the sensitive field of the contract may be very dangerous.
The contract fields that can be modified by any user must be checked. And this contract is
vulnerable to the Locked Ether vulnerability attack because it allows users to receive but
does not allow users to select or destroy contracts from it. Figure 8b shows the result of
EC security detection. This contract is vulnerable to the Locked Ether vulnerability attack
because it allows users to deposit Ether by calling the deposit function, and it does not
contain any functions that allow users to choose to deposit Ether. Figure 8c shows the
result of MC’s security inspection.
Table 2. The cost of function Gas used in smart contract.
Function Name

Transaction Cost

Execution Cost

USD

activate()

47,675

24,227

0.0114

notify()

26,293

4638

0.0063

quotedprice()

27,332

5478

0.0065

charge()

163,627

141,734

0.0390

86,875

98,415

0.0207

companydecision()

27,428

5237

0.0065

argue()

93,425

85,859

0.0223

transferproductowner()

4.3. Comparison
In order to satisfy consumers in the environment of the supply chain, the return and
exchange procedures must be kept unimpeded. Traditional centralized systems [38] cannot
distinguish whether the consumers are malicious or not, and it is often necessary to fully
accept the return and exchange procedures of the consumers. This can cost a lot in terms of
disassembly and transportation. In addition, traditional systems must collect long-term
historical information to determine possible fraudulent behaviors in transactions. Retailers
must tighten the return and exchange process, such as reducing the number of days for
return, having consumers share part of the cost, continuous telephone contacts, and so on.
The return and exchange activity are part of the supply chain. Many supply chainrelated activities try to solve some of the problems through integration into the blockchain.
It also represents that the current traditional supply chain system is facing huge challenges.
Through the integration of blockchain technology, such as Hyperledger [39], Exonum [40],
and Ethereum [41], system owners can set permissions for specific attributes to be visible to
some characters, or set them as private attributes, which cannot be fully replicated even on
public blockchain networks. In addition, the blockchain information cannot be tampered
with and is independent, which can effectively prevent most frauds. Therefore, blockchain
technology is necessary for the reverse logistics scenario in fraud prevention.
The relevant studies in preventing fraudulent activity on the supply chain are shown
in Table 3. Most of the studies are aimed at the traceability of commodities or fraudulent
activity that may occur in transactions, However, our study on large home appliances
return/exchange can totally prevent fraudulent returns and exchanges by interested parties.

The contract fields that can be modified by any user must be checked. And this contract
is vulnerable to the Locked Ether vulnerability attack because it allows users to receive
but does not allow users to select or destroy contracts from it. Figure 8b shows the result
of EC security detection. This contract is vulnerable to the Locked Ether vulnerability atit allows users to deposit Ether by calling the deposit function, and it does
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not contain any functions that allow users to choose to deposit Ether. Figure 8c shows the
result of MC’s security inspection.
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Table 3. Comparison of other studies.
Paper

Platform

Identity
Verification

Transaction Fraud
Prevention

Return Fraud
Prevention

[11]

Ethereum

Yes

Yes

Partially

[35]

Web

Yes

-

[39]

Hyperledger

Yes

Yes

-

[40]

Exonum

Yes

Yes

-

[41]

Ethereum

Yes

Yes

-

Ours

Ethereum

Yes

Yes

Yes

5. Framework Discussion
Blockchain systems are very effective in preventing objective information fraud, such
as loan application fraud, where fraudulent information is fact-based [42]. The typical
organization loses 5% of its revenues to fraud each year, according to a study by the
Association of Certified Fraud Examiners. Unfortunately, fraud in a business can go
undetected for a long time and is often hard to uncover. The three features of blockchains
are that they are, distributed, immutable, and can be permissioned, making business
networks less susceptible to fraud.
The proposed ESPRES System was built on top of a permissionless blockchain technology, which benefits from the transparency and immutability of the data. Transactions
between users are provided using smart contracts. Smart contracts eliminate third-party
contacts and all transactions with the decentralized application created are recorded on
the blockchain network. Recorded transactions are maintained in accordance with the
principles of confidentiality, integrity, and availability through blockchain and smart contracts. In the application developed with the use of smart contracts, the user can access
information such as location, price list, payment type, etc. for freight fee decisions by using
PROMETHEE [32]. PROMETHEE, a multi-criteria decision-making method, is used in case
there is more than one offer suitable for a user request and it is recorded in the blockchain
to avoid possible future freight fee disputes. PROMETHEE has been adopted in other
areas such as Electrical Vehicle Charging Platform decisions [43] and the most suitable type
of Cryptocurrency for investment [44]. With the help of smart contracts, the established
parameters are incorporated into the contract, and the contract will be executed as long
as the corresponding conditions are met. The ESPRES System needs to be registered first
to facilitate identity verification. After identity verification, other functions can be used,
such as registered consumers, the return contract can only be activated after purchasing
the merchandise, and no other malicious user can arbitrarily activate the return contract to
which other consumers belong.
According to the current framework, there may be several malicious return fraud possibilities:
1.
2.
3.

Consumers perform return fraud through fake invoices.
Consumers try to execute return fraud through parallel imports.
Consumers try to collude with maintenance workers for return and exchange fraud.

In the first two situations, the retailer will look for the consumer’s purchase record,
invoice information, product manufacturing information, etc., based on the block for verification. Once a problem is found in the verification process, it does not cost the disassembly
and transportation costs. Instead, consumers are required to submit real information and
verify the follow-up process. In the third case, the consumer submitted real information
to the retailer for disassembly procedures and colluded with the maintenance worker to
conduct return and exchange fraud. Logistics companies will still perform information
verification when delivering goods on-site to prevent parallel imports or merchandise with
unknown product information from being transferred to the manufacturer. Through smart
contracts, many fraud situations can be prevented and unnecessary costs can be reduced.
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In the post-COVID-19 period, the global supply chain also has major problems. Crossindustry shutdowns, long-distance work at home, reduction of actual meetings, etc., have
led to delays in the delivery of goods in the global supply chain [45]. During this period,
research on the supply chain with innovation and technology has gradually increased.
Singh et al. [46] proposed a scenario similar to COVID-19, by using drones provided by
suppliers, smart contracts are created through blockchain solutions to build the trust of
buyers and sellers, or combine 5G and Internet of Things technology to help retail, medical
and other businesses [47]. Kumar et al. [48] believe that the challenges faced by the retail
industry can build trust and transparency through Industry 4.0 technology, and can effectively manage medical necessities. Nandi et al. [49] believe that the COVID-19 pandemic
has caused enterprises and society to face the insufficiency of normal production and
consumption patterns. In order to make the supply chain more flexible, transparent, and
sustainable [49] proposed potential solutions that use blockchain technology and circular
economy principles to lay the foundation for future research on sustainable production
and consumption.
6. Conclusions
In the business environment, in order to recover value and increase the company’s
profitability, product returns and product recycling in reverse logistics have become very
important. Today’s information system is developed based on the traditional logistics
process without considering the specific characteristics of reverse logistics [50]. The ESPRES
system proposed in this study adopted blockchain technology to keep all transaction
footprints in the large home appliances delivery and return network reliable and safely.
The characteristics of blockchain technology created a platform of reverse logistics that is
trustworthy without a third-party trust. It can also prevent return fraud in reverse logistics
in any area. Nevertheless, adding PROMETHEE for freight fee decision support in smart
contracts not only optimizes users’ costs but also reduces possible freight disputes in the
future. A practical implication of this study is that by adopting blockchain technology,
the manpower to check whether each return or exchange is fraudulent can be reduced.
Merchants can check product ownership and stored invoice information through smart
contracts for information verification to prevent fraud. In addition, due to the fact that the
footprint of goods cannot be forged, this study can prevent counterfeit or parallel imports
of goods, improve the credibility of the company, optimize customer costs, and even create
sales for the company.
The current limitation of this study is that the Ethereum environment can only use a
single role for activities, and we cannot choose another role for other activities, making it
difficult to implement. For future works, we consider using different blockchain implementation environments and comparing their differences. In addition, due to the rise of smart
life and smart home appliances, the Internet of Things can be added to the blockchain
implementation system as a future study on the feasibility.
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